
community service or restitution. The prohibition against hazing applies to acts conducted on or off 
campus.  For more information please view the University's full Anti-Hazing Policy, available in the 
Villanova Policy Library 

Identi_cation 
1. In an effort to provide adequate security for the members of the University community, every 

student must carry an identi_cation card (Wildcard) issued by the University. 
2. Upon request, students must surrender their I.D. card to authorized personnel, (e.g., Public Safety 

Oacers, Dean of Students Staff, Residence Life Staff, or other University Oacials). Students must 
provide accurate information and must comply with the directions of such oacials in the 
performance of their duties. Furnishing false identi_cation to a University oacial is likely to result in 
a minimum sanction of disciplinary probation plus other disciplinary measures. 

3. Tampering with or falsi_cation of the student I.D. (Wildcard) is a violation of the Code of Student 
Conduct. Students found responsible for such a violation are subject to a conduct notice and _ne 
up to disciplinary probation plus other disciplinary measures. Flagrant violations may result in 
suspension. 

4. Students may not lend their I.D. (Wildcard, driver’s license or any other form of I.D.) to other 
students for purposes of falsely identifying that person, meal exchange, library usage or for another 
person to gain access into a residence hall or University building, or sporting event. Students found 
doing so are subject to sanctions listed in this Handbook. 

5. Possession of an identi_cation card that falsely identi_es a student by name, age, date of birth, or 
photograph is prohibited and may result in disciplinary probation, plus other disciplinary measures. 

6. Producing and/or distributing identi_cation cards that falsely identify a person by age, date of 
birth, or photograph is prohibited and may result in suspension or expulsion. 

Indecent Conduct 
Conduct not in keeping with University community standards, including, but not limited to, conduct 
which is lewd or conduct that a reasonable person would _nd offensive, affronting, and/or alarming 
(e.g., streaking, exposing one’s private parts, public urination, etc.), or conduct that is a violation of 
criminal statutes is likely to result in suspension or possible expulsion from the University. Depending on 
the nature of the incident, indecent conduct may be considered a violation of the University Sexual 
Misconduct Policy. 

Mental Harm 
The following are violations of this Code: 

1. Intentionally in`icting, attempting to in`ict, or conspiring to in`ict mental harm upon any person; 
or 

2. Taking any action for the purpose of in`icting mental harm; or 
3. Taking any reckless, but not accidental, action which could result in mental harm to any person; or 
4. Causing a person to believe that the offender may cause mental or bodily harm; or 
5. Any act which demeans, degrades, or disgraces any person. 

Sanctions may range from disciplinary probation plus other disciplinary measures, up to and including 
expulsion. 

Misuse of Facilities 
1. Forcible entry, unauthorized entry, conspiracy or attempt at such entry into  any building, student 

room, structure, facility or roof thereof, will most likely result in suspension. 
2. Unauthorized entry to or use of University grounds is likely to result in disciplinary probation and 

other disciplinary measures. 
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